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of it. Isolated from above might be better, but no use is made here of the complementary notion. Given the isolating block, its interior is such a neighborhood (orbits touching the boundary leave in one or the other or both directions so cannot be in an invariant set inside the block).
The main theorem of this report is the converse statement (1.5); namely any invariant set that is the maximal one in some neighborhood of itself is the maximal one in some isolating block. This result together with the perturbation result and the fact that the form of the block determines properties of the invariant set indicate that a useful step in the qualitative analysis of flows might be to search for isolated invariant sets.
We do not say much about the existence (in general) of isolated invariant sets; later it will be shown that in the space of closed invariant sets with the Hausdorff metric they correspond to sets which are both closed and open. Thus if they do not exist, the space of closed invariant sets is a continuum. (A component in this space corresponds to the notion of a quasi-isolated invariant set, namely one which is the intersection of the isolated invariant sets containing it. This notion will also be discussed later.)
Some statement concerning the setting should be given: We have discussed smooth flows on manifolds, but it soon becomes clear that this setting is unnatural to the topic. Much of the work (including the block theorem, 1:5, with an appropriately modified definition) could be carried out for flows on compact metric spaces. The perturbation theorem should then be proved with the compactopen topology on flows. However the details are less transparent; convenient use has been made of things like the duality theorem for manifolds and the stability of the notion of a surface of section. Also proofs have been sketched which are not quite so clear in the more general framework.
One result which does depend on the manifold setting is this: if the isolated invariant set has finitely generated cohomology, then the asymptotic sets do also. This follows because manifolds have finitely generated homology. (Most of the significance of this theorem is revealed if one proves it directly for a rest point in the plane isolated by a disk of which it is the center. If an orbit is tangent to the boundary of the disk it must go away from the disk in both time directions-in particular it cannot be a rest point. One sees that the set of points in the boundary of the disk which enter and never come out again must have a finite number of components.)
In ?1 definitions are given and the two basic theorems are stated; the proofs are deferred to ?4 and ?5. In ?2 theorems are proved which show how properties of the invariant set may be derived from those of the isolating block. In ?3 some (rather artificial) examples are discussed.
In ?2 and ?3 some elementary algebraic topology is used; E. H. Spanier's book, [15] has been our reference here. Since our main desire has been to see that results of possible interest in differential equations might be obtained using the notion of isolating blocks, it was a great pleasure to find a book which makes available in such lucid form all the theorems (and more) which we guessed might be used to illustrate our point. In the future we hope to develop this aspect of the paper to the point where it is something more than just elementary applications of well-known theorems from algebraic topology; in any case Spanier's book has made the initial stages of that job very pleasant.
Notation, definitions, and two basic theorems.
A. Standing notation. Let V denote a smooth (C') vector field on a smooth manifold M and let R denote the real numbers. Then V defines a smooth flow on M which we will denote pv: Mx R ---M. When V is understood, we let p t denote pv(p, t); also for A(M and T'R, A T_{p t I p E A, t E T}.
An invariant set of pv is a set I' M such that I. R = I; generally we discuss only closed invariant sets.
Other standing notation is as follows: R + denotes the nonnegative reals, Rthe nonpositive ones; for a, b E R, (a, b) denotes the open interval from a to b and [a, b] the closed one; finally the closure and boundary of a set S in a topological space are denoted Cl (S) and AS respectively. B. Isolated invariant sets.
DEFINITION. An isolating neighborhood for the flow Tv on M is an open set Uc M such that p E AU implies p. R(# Cl (U).
Observe that since points of A U leave Cl (U), the maximal invariant set of 7Pv in U must be closed and is also the maximal invariant set in Cl (U).
1.2. DEFINITION. An invariant set I is called isolated if I is the maximal invariant set in some isolating neighborhood U. In this case say U is an isolating neighborhood of I.
Observe that isolated invariant sets are closed, and that if U is an isolating neighborhood of I, then any open set between U and I is also. The word isolated refers to the fact that there are no invariant sets between I and Cl (U).
As examples of isolated invariant sets we cite elementary orbits (critical points and periodic solutions all of whose eigenvalues have modulus different from one) and attracting and repelling sets. Note that an isolated critical point is not necessarily isolated as an invariant set; in fact in two dimensions, those that are must have index less than or equal to one. A somewhat less simple example arises in the study of nondegenerate homoclinic points [1] , [14] . In the latter reference, S. Smale shows that the mapping associated with such points admits an invariant Cantor set, C, on which it is equivalent to the shift automorphism. In terms of the flow, this invariant set corresponds to the product of C with an interval where the ends are identified by the shift; this "Cantor cylinder" of orbits is an isolated invariant set. Other examples are given later. In general n +, n -and -might be variously related but their union must always be n: points of n + leave N going backwards, those in n -leave n going forwards and the remainder must be in -r. We are interested in the case where n + n n -= ; in particular all points of n= =AN leave N in one or the other direction-both for -so that the interior of N is an isolating neighborhood for wv.
With one technical requirement we have the definition of an isolating block: 1.4 DEFINITION. With the notation of 1.3, N is an isolating block for Pv if n + n n -= r, and if r is a smooth submanifold of n with codimension one and (as a consequence) n + and n -are submanifolds with common boundary r. D. Statements of the two basic theorems. We have seen that the interior of an isolating block is an isolating neighborhood and so determines an isolated invariant set-possibly empty. The first theorem states that any isolated invariant set can be determined in this manner. The proof, consisting of a construction of the block, is given in ?5. The second theorem states that isolating blocks are "stable"; this proof is sketched in ?4. For contrast we also state (and sketch the proof of) a theorehm concerning the stability of isolating neighborhoods. This latter theorem contrasts with that for the blocks in that it allows no conclusion to be made concerning the stability of the invariant set while that for the blocks does as we will see in ?2.
1.5 THEOREM. I is an isolated invariant set if and only if it is the maximal invariant set in some isolating block.
1.6 THEOREM. Let qPv admit an isolating block N. Then there is a neighborhood v of V in the CO topology on vector fields such that for any (smooth) We v, the flow pw admits an isolating block iN diffeomorphic to N in such a way as to map n to n +, n -to n -and f to -r. (In fact the diffeomorphism is the restriction of an autodiffeomorphism of M.)
The third theorem fits a more general setting: The relative strength of the block theorem compared to the neighborhood theorem is illustrated in the next section where we discuss properties of the isolated invariant set in a block which are determined solely from the behavior of V on the boundary of the block. It is clear that 1.6 implies these properties are "stable" whereas 1.7 does not. C. The cohomology of a s and I determined by the isolating block. In this paragraph and the sequel we will always assume manifolds have orientations over the coefficient ring used.
This paragraph contains proofs of three theorems which illustrate that some properties of the asymptotic and invariant sets are determined by the form of the isolating block. These are rather weak theorems-namely the conclusions only involve statements about cohomology groups-but it is clear that not much more could be expected in view of the weak hypothesis. Even the cohomology groups are far from determined and it can be seen from Figure 1 , say, that this will always be the case. With reference to that figure, we are only assuming that properties of V on the bounding circle are given-clearly the inside can be filled in a countless number of different ways. A sensible question, which we will not treat, asks what properties of the invariant set are "generic" (in an appropriate topology). We do give one theorem (2.12) concerning the amount of additional information needed to determine the cohomology of I; it may be mildly interesting to know that knowledge of a+ and a-(i.e. complete boundary information) is not enough.
We begin by observing that any flow admitting an isolating block such as that in Figure 1 must have a nontrivial invariant set inside. This follows from 2.5; namely, if I (hence A) were empty, n+ would be a strong deformation retraction of N-which it is not. (Poincare's formula for computing the index of a vector field on a circle does more in that it shows the invariant set contains a critical point; on the other hand, it says nothing about the asymptotic set.)
Of course nontriviality of H*(N, n+) or H*(N, n-) must always imply that of the invariant set; Theorem 2.8 is the relevant result. Before doing the theorem we state a lemma of which we make frequent use. A similar result, obtained by interchanging + and -signs, is true.
Note that it is the bottom row which shows the affect of H*(N, n+) on H*(I) and H*(a)
Proof. The first two columns are portions of the exact sequences for the triples (N, N -I, n) and (n -, n --a-, r). The bottom two rows are derived from the exact sequences for the triples (N, n, T) and (N, N-I, n +) on replacing H*(n, n+) and H*(N-I, n+) by H*(n-, T) and H*(n-, n--a-) which is justified as follows:
The diagram below consists of chain maps induced by inclusions:
(n, n -+)
n< (n-, (N-I, n+) -*(N-I, N-A-(N-A+, N-A) -(n-, n--a-).
Observe that going from (n -, i-) to (N-I, N-A-) by either possible route gives the same result. Furthermore the top horizontal map induces an isomorphism on homology by excision, the first bottom horizontal map induces isomorphism by 2.5, the second by excision and the last by 2.5 again. From these arguments we now can verify the diagram. From the bottom row in 2.8 and 2.7 one sees that each cycle in H*(N, n+) corresponds either to a (class of) cocycles in H*(a+) or a cocycle in H*(I). Using the two rows one sees that those in the image of II*(n -, i-) must be of the first sort; however, the others cannot be classified in general (cf. Example 3.3 in ?3A).
It is also of interest to find cycles in H*(n-, i-) which go nontrivially to H*(n -, n --a -) under the inclusion-carriers of these must meet a-. With this in mind we state the following corollary of 2.8. An example in three dimensional space of a critical point isolated as an invariant set and with index zero is drawn in Figure 4 . Next to it is a nearby flow which is nonsingular-the critical point has mutated to a periodic orbit. The first figure is to be rotated about the vertical line of asymptotic orbits; the second, in which this vertical line changes to a cylinder, is to be rotated about the dotted line (the center line of the cylinder). It is interesting that the second situation is the "stable" one, our theorems give no indication of this. 4a 4b FIGURE 4 Other situations (which arise more naturally) wherein isolating blocks give some preliminary information include degenerate critical points of Hamiltonian systems 5. The construction of an isolating block for an isolated invariant set. Given an isolated invariant set I and an isolating neighborhood U, our aim is to construct an isolating block for I which lies in U (1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) . We do this by first constructing local surfaces of section for the asymptotic orbits in U (5.1) and then applying Lemma 4.7.
In A a neighborhood of the asymptotic orbits (not in I) is constructed and a quotient space (identifying orbit components to points) is defined. In B the quotient space is shown to be a (Hausdorff) manifold. In C the neighborhood is shown to be a fibre bundle over the quotient space with fibre homeomorphic to the real line. This provides sections which are somewhat modified in D. In E Lemma 4.7 is shown to apply and the proof is completed.
A 4, (1) and (2) ). Also, p =p'.t" with p' E D and positive t" < p. Thus r'=p' * (t" + 2p-t '). But p < t" + 2p-t'< 3p and this contradicts the fact that p' and r' are in D. Thus IpqI > 2p implies Seg (pq)c E.
Suppose then that IpqI < 2p. Since p and q are in E by hypothesis, there exist p', q' E D and positive t', t" < p such that p =p'. t' and q=q'. t". Then p'.(t'+lpql-tt") = q'.
Since p' and q' are in D, and t' + IpqI-t" < 3 p, it must be that t'+ Ipq-t" < p. Since a+ and a-are respectively lower and upper semicontinuous (5.9) and a+ > a-, v is diffeomorphic to the product A x R with a fiber preserving diffeomorphism. The composite provides the local product structure of E. The overlap maps are easily verified to be smooth bundle morphisms since they are essentially defined by the flow.
That E admits a section follows from the theorem that a bundle over a paracompact (Hausdorff) manifold with contractible fiber admits a section. Such a section can then be approximated by a smooth one which is never tangent to the fiber. That each half orbit in A + -I meets S follows from 5.6. That I n Cl (S) = 0 follows from the construction of E-each orbit segment in E meets D, which lies outside of W, and so is disjoint from I; also each segment is no longer than 2p so Cl (E) n I= 0. The section can be pulled into W using the flow in the obvious way (and using the definition of p in 5. We want now to show that 7T(f) separates AS_ from S_ n A -and so bounds a compact manifold n--S n A-: Suppose, then, that y is an arc from AS_ to S-OA -which meets S_ nA -in exactly one point-an endpoint. Then the preimage of y under r runs from AS+ to S+ n A+ and so must meet T. Thus y meets ir({) and n-is found.
Again from 5.16 n--n+ u T u n-is a piecewise smooth manifold; we must show it separates M. Let y be an arc from AU to L Then that end of y near I
